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ABSTRACT 

We report a measurement of the cross section for the process 

YY + rr+rr- at invariant masses 500 MeV/c2 
< m < 2000 MeV/c 2 • A 

ITIT 

value for the radiative width of the f(1270) tensor meson 

r f + YY 3. 6 ± 0.3 ± 0. 5 keV (helicity >..; 2) has been obtained 

from a fit to the ohserved ITT! mass spectrum. 
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The process yy + rrrr is an ideal place to study the properties 

of Jc; even+ resonances 1 and, at high masses, it becomes a testing 

2 
ground for QCD . In this Letter we present a study of the process 

+- +-+-e e -+ e e TI Tr (1) 

at invariant masses 500 MeV/c2< m < 2000 HeV/c2 • A strong signal - rrrr-

at the well-known f(1270) resonance occurs midway in this region. 

Below the reson?nce the cross section for reaction (1) is found to 

be large (~100nb) while at higher masses it falls rapidly. 

The data presented here were taken with the SLAC-LBL Mark II 

' detector3 at SPEAR with center-of-mass energies between 4.5 GeV/c 2 

and 6.5 Gev/c
2 . Th 1 d 1 i . 13 200 b-1 

e accumu ate urn nos1ty was , n • Events 

we're selected that contained two detected tracks of opposite charge 

and no other detected ~harged particles. Separation of reaction (1) 

from the large background of two-photon initiated QED processes 

(2) 

has been done using the signals'from the Mark II liquid argon system. 

To ensure that each track was within the fiducial acceptance of the 

liquid argon calorimeters; the laboratory polar angle of each track 

was required to satisfy lcoseLI~o.6. The outgoing small angle 

beam electrons were not detected. 
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Backgrounds to process (1), other than the QED processes (2), 

include beam-gas events, higher multiplicity two-photon processes, 

and events from the e+e- annihilation channel. The beam-gas con-

tamination was minimized by requiring the vertex of .each event to be 

in the measured interaction region. Sideband subtractions were then 

made to correct the data for the remaining beam-gas background. 

Separation of the desired two-prong final state from beam-beam 

backgrounds was achieved by accepting only those events for which the 

net transverse momentum of the observed prongs, lr;TI, was less 

than 100 MeV/c. The two-photon production of the n'(958) and of the 

four pion final state (p
0 r 0

) produce a cluster of events near the rho 

mass. Since these processes have previously been observed in the 

d 
3a,4 

same etector ,. a direct computation of the feed-down from these 

sources that survives the pT cut has been made with a Monte Carlo. 

Remaining backgrounds were determined by fitting the observed I ):pT I 

distributions in various mass bins with a combination of the shape 

expected from the photon-photon processes (1) and (2) and the shape 

expected from events produced in the annihilation channel. The two 

distributions were determined by Monte Carlo simulations. The 

detected two-prong mass spectrum is shown in Fig. 1 along with the 

various contributions as they have been calculated or measured. The 

non-QED backgrounds are only a few percent of the total two-prong 

sample, but they become 5-30% in the raw 1111 signal that we will 

present below. 

,, 
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The QED curve shown in Fig. 1 was computed by Monte Carlo
5 

and 

normalized by the measured luminosity of the experiment. Because 

this normalization is uncertain by ±6%, the extraction of the 1111 

signal by a direct subtraction of the expected QED from the observed 

spectrum is impossible. To enhance the 1111 signal relative to the 

QED background, we make use of the relatively large probability that 

a low momentum pion will interact in the magnet coil which is posi-

tioned between the central drift chamber and the liquid argon calori-

meters. Unlike the electromagnetic interactions of electrons and 

muons, the hadronic nature of these pion interactions leads to a 

substantial probability that a pion will not deposit any energy in 

the· liquid argon along the track trajectory. Accordingly, we iden'-

tify a particle as a pion if it is assigned less energy by the liquid 

argon tracking programs than would be expected from a minimum ioniz-

ing partic·le. The event selection criteria include geometrical cuts 

to guarantee that all accepted events contain two-prongs ~ithin the 

fiducial acceptance of the calorimeters. Sources of pions, muons, 

and electrons that have been unambiguously identified without the 

use of the liquid ·argon signals have been used to calibrate the re-

sulting pion identification probability and the electron and muon 

misidentification probabilities. The results are given in Fig. 2a. 

The pion efficiency for momenta below 400 MeV/c was checked using a 

large sample of two-prong beam-gas events. These events are rela-

tively free of contamination by electrons and muons. Events con-

taining protons, identified by time of flight, were removed. The 
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agreement of the pion efficiency obtained from these events with that 

in Fig. 2a was found to be better than 10%. 

The pion identification criteria have been applied to each event 

in the two-prong sample (Fig. 1). The histogr~m in Fig. 2b shows the 

number of these events that contain at least one identified pion. 

The points with errors in this figure are the numbers of events that 

would have satisfied thes~ criteria if the two-prong sample consisted 

of only electron and muon pairs (reactions 2 above). To compute 

these points the QED Monte Carlo5 was used to determine the expected 

ratio of detected electron pairs to detected muon pairs and then 

each event in the two-prong sample was weighted by the probability 

that it is a misidentified electron pair plus the corresponding pro~ 

bability that it is a misidentified muon pair. A definite excess of 

events at m >750 MeV/c2 is seen from which we extract the rr+rr
rrrr~ 

signal. This analysis has been carried out in a completely parallel 

manner with events that have been required to consist of two identi-

fied pions. This latter sample contains negligible QED background 

atm >700MeV/c
2

• 
1111 rv 

The two-photon cross section cryy + rr+rr- is related to the 

measured cross section ·a by6 
ee ->- ee1111 

dcree + eerrrr 
ds d~* 

1T1T 

f(Eb,srrrr) dcryy _.. rrrr 
s d~* 

1T1T 

(3) 
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where s
1111 

is the yy invariant mass squared, Eb is the beam energy, 

* * * and d~ d(cos8 ) d~ is the yy c.m. solid angle element. With the 

restriction lcose
1

1so.6 there is not much information in the c.m. 

angular distribution and, so, shown in Fig. 3 is the acceptance 

corrected cross section a . (m ) integrated over the range 
yy ->- TilT 1T11 

I cos A* IS 0. 35. The agreement between the results extracted with the 

two levels of pion identification indicates that the JTTI final state 

has been accurately separated from the QED background. Also in-

eluded in Fig. 3 is a data point at high mass that was measured using 

the Mark II muon and liquid argon systems to directly reject muon 

and electron pairs. This point has been corrected for all back-

grounds with previously described techniques, and the pion effi-

ciencies and electron and muon misidentification probabilities have 

been studied with the test samples previously described. The data 

tend to fall below the Born cross section
7 

at masses~ 1.5 GeV/c 2 . 

The prediction of a recent QCD calculation2 also shown in the figure, 

indicates that data from higher beam energies will be needed in 

order to reach t.he interesting region at masses above the tail of 

the f(l270). 

The two-prong sample (Fig. 1) exhibits a large enhancement over 

the QED background in the mass region of the f(l270) meson. We have 

8 
previously reported that this structure is not consistent with the 

d-wave Breit-Wigner expected from parameters of the f determined in 

hadronic reactions
9

. Since we now have a more complete measurement 

of the 11·rr mass spectrum it is possible to investigate the hypothesis 
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that the Breit-Wigner for the resonant amplitude is modified by 

10 
interference with the non-f background Although it contains a 

large QED component, the spectrum in Fig. 1 gives the best accuracy 

for this study. We use the detected spectrum of identified 1T1T events 

(with lcose
1

j <0.6) to normalize the QED curve in Fig. 1; this nor-

malization is determined so that the excess of two-prong events over 

2 2 
QED in the region 700 MeV/c ~ m1T1T~ 950 MeV/c is consistent with the 

measured number of nn events in the same mass region. Shown in 

Fig. 4 is the resulting non-QED spectrum in the vicinity of the f. 

Errors in the measured TilT yield result in a ±4% uncertainty in the 

QED normalization which is taken into account in the fitting pro-

cedure described below. 

We fit the spectrum in Fig. 4 with the sum 

1T1T(m) = f(m) + a.C(m) + 2S.coso(m). la.C(m) .f(m) + f' (m) (4) 

In this expression f(m) is the contribution to the rate appropriate 

fora relativistic d-wave Breit-Wigner with resonance mass and width 

equal to 1271 MeV/c 2 and 180 MeV/c 2 respectively. All relevant 

photon flux factors h~ve_been included, and we assume that the. f is 

only produced with helicity ±2. Two extreme cases for the shape of 

the non-f 1T1T production C(m), were considered. The first was the 

simple Born term at all masses, and the second consisted of using 

2 the Born term at masses below 1 GeV/c ,_ but replacing it with the 

QCD prediction at higher masses. (See Fig. 3.) The third term in 

Eq.(4) is an interference between the first two terms. We take the 

non-f amplitude to be real (like the Born te.rm) so that the relative 
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phase of these two terms is equal to the resonant phase shift o(m), 

modulo 1T. Since we are not able to do a partial wav·e analysis for 

the 1T1T spectrum, the parameter B has been included and we do fits 

for various values -1 ~ S ~ l. The last term in Eq. ( 4) represents the 

contribution made by the process yy ~ f'(1515) ~ K+K- where the kaons 

have been misidentified as pions. If we use the SU(3) expectation 

for the ratio rf,~yy/rf~yy (= 0.14 assuming an m3 phase space 

correction) and take the branching ratio f' ~ K+K- to be SO%, then 

a Monte Carlo calculation, which includes losses due to k<ion decays, 

gives this term to be 3.8% of the f. The yield f' events is shown 

in Fig. 4 for the yy partial width of the f obtained below. 

The fitted parameters are the normalization of the non-f 

background (a) and the yy partial width of the f(1270). Although a 

varies by a factor of ~1.5 as the QED no~alization is varied, the 

YY partial width of the f depends very little on either the QED nor-

malization, the value of S, or the choice for the continuum C(m). 

The fits give (for helicity A=±2) 

3.6 ± 0.3(statistical) ± O.S(systematic) keV, (5) 

where the systematic error includes contributions from uncertainties 

in the luminosity measurement and acceptance calculation, as well as 

contributions from the fitting procedure. A value of the partial 

width 6. 8 ± 0. 6 ± 1. 0 keV is obtained if the f is assumed to be produced 

only with helicity A=O. We display on Fig.4 the results of fits with 

S=O, 0.5, and 1.0 and with C(m) given by the Born term. If hypothe-

sis (4), with C(m) given by the Born term, is correct, then the data 
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require i3 ~0.10 (95% CL). If the background is parameterized by the 

QCD prediction above mnn 
• 2 

1. 0 GeV I c then the fitted values of 

rf + YY increase by~lO% (included in the sy~tematic error quoted 

above), and the data require a somewhat larger value of B. The con-

tribution of the f to the nn spectrum (i.e., nn(m) - a.C(m) - f'(m) 

in eq. 4) as determined by this latter fit is given: in Fig. 3 for 

S=O. 5. 

Our result (5) can be compared with previously reported values 

of rf _,. YY = 2.3 t 0.5 ± 0.35 keV obtained at PETRA
11 

and 

12 
rf _,. YY = 9.5 ± 3.9 ± 2.4 keV from another SPEAR experiment Theo-

retical predictions of the radiative width of the f are numerous1 

and vary from 1 keV to 20 keV. Our measurement clearly, favors the 

lower end of ~his range. 

We wish to acknowledge several enlightening discussions with 

Professors S. Brodsky and F. Gilman of the SLAC theory group. 
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Figure Captions 

The observed two-prong mass spectrum. The curves 

represent various contributions as measured and/or 

computed. 

(a) Pion identification efficiency and muon and 

electron misidentification probabilities. The 

muons are cosmic rays and the electrons come from 

photons that convert in the beam pipe. 

(b) Raw n+n- signal from events with at least one 

identified pion. The points with errors give the 

yields that would be expected from QED in the absence 

of pion pair production. Also shown is the n+n-

identification probability. 

The cross section ayy + IT IT integrated over the range 

. * 
of c.m. angles lcose I ~ 0.35. The curves are: --- Born, 

-.- QCD, and --- f(l270). 

The non-QED spectrum near the f(l270) mass. The number of 

misidentified yy + f'(lSlS) + K+K- expected from SU(3) is 

shown for a branching ratio BR(f' + K+K-) = SO%. ,The 

remaining curves are described in the text. 
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